
Forty years ago, in the 
Kimberley region of 
Western Australia, after 
a decade of searching 
an area the size of 
France, two of our 
geologists – Frank Hughes and Warren Atkinson – saw a small diamond 
embedded in an ant hill. What those ants had found was one of the richest 
diamond deposits the world had ever seen. After years of hard work sampling 
creeks and rivers, following clues in the endless, remote Australian outback, 



Hughes and Atkinson were standing on top of the pipe that would become the 
Argyle diamond mine. 

Today, we are one of the world's largest producers of rough diamonds from 
our two mines – Argyle in Western Australia and Diavik in Canada's 
Northwest Territories. Argyle has been in operation since 1983 and Diavik 
since 2003.

We were also a founding member of the Diamond Producers Association 
(DPA), the first organization to represent diamond producers at an 
international level. The DPA supports the development of the diamond sector 
and works to maintain and improve consumer confidence in diamonds.

We also have our own Australian Diamonds™ program in the US, China and 
India. This independently audited system, developed with authorised diamond 
and jewellery manufacturers and retailers, assures consumers that their 
Argyle diamonds are fully traceable, all the way from the mine.

Our Argyle diamond mine, which sits on the traditional country of the 
Miriuwung, Gidja, Malgnin and Wularr people in Western Australia, is one of 
the world’s largest producers of diamonds and the largest supplier of natural 
coloured diamonds – including white, champagne, cognac, blue, violet and 
the rare and the highly-coveted Argyle pink and red diamonds.
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Argyle has produced more than 825 million carats of rough diamonds since it 
began production in 1983 and has sufficient reserves to economically mine 
through to the end of 2020. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXdPlZPI9qM&t=123s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXdPlZPI9qM&t=123s
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        There can be a significant difference in price when considering COLOR        
-                           DEF is Best              XYZ  is Least

     There can be a significant difference in price when considering CLARITY        
-      Clarity is the inclusions within the Diamond (Small imperfections seen under    
m       magnification) VVS = Very-Very-Small  / VS = Very Small  /  SI = Small  

Many years ago before computers were 
used to cut Diamonds the CUT was more critical in grading a Diamond 
however a very large high quality stone can still be cut by hand.

When you 



purchase a Diamond you should insist on receiving a GIA Certificate with the 
purchase. All quality Jewellers should be happy to oblige. In fact Graham 
Baker insists on any Diamonds purchased from his DiamondMine store or 
Website will have a certificate included which is acceptable for insurance.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXdPlZPI9qM&t=123s
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When you have been looked after by a GIA and GPA certified Jewellers you 
can choose your beautiful Diamond with comfort and confidence. 
Graham Baker has a wealth of knowledge to go with his certification and is 
also a member of the AJA  (The Australian Jewellers Association)



Think about the 4 C’s

Check that your Jeweller is NOT selling ‘MadeMade’  -  ‘Out of Ground’  - ‘Lab 
Diamonds and is Affiliated with GIA - PDA - AJA and shop with confidence.



All Diamond Companies that Graham Baker is Affiliated with in the USA are 
members of the GIA. (Gemological Institute of America)





      





  


